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The automotive taxation in Finland is high on international standards. Vehicles are being imported to Finland daily. A significant share - over 23,000 automobiles in 2012 - of the used car sales market consists of imported automobiles. The main reason for importing a vehicle from abroad is the price level of the vehicle in relation to its condition and level of accessories.

There are many considerations that the importer must take into account when importing a car, and import taxation is arguably the most financially significant single factor. There are problems in the process as well as abroad as in Finland.

The aim of this study is to provide a useful guide to the prospective used car importer and to make him aware of the risks, legislation, and practical matters of importing a used car for personal use. The method used is a case study.

The preparation of the process takes time but is essential to the final result and risk management of the purchase. The amount of the import tax is essential in the price of the imported vehicle. There is no exactly right amount of tax for any certain vehicle. It is based on the personal judgment of the customs officer on the case. This is also a risk for the total price of the car. The thesis is lightening up the variety of the process of importing a car from Germany to Finland.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 EU legislation of car taxation

Today there is still very little European Union directed legislation or harmonization in the field of ordinary automotive taxation. This means that all EU member countries can have their own unique automotive taxation procedures. There is only one EU Directive law that allows vehicles from under another EU member state register to be temporarily used in another country without having to pay taxes. (ec.europa.eu/vehicle tax)

European Union has organized a study of car tax in member countries, it was published in 2002. The currency used in report was still Finnish Mark. Even without converting the currency the readers can see what happen to the price of the vehicle in Finnish customs.

“The taxable value of a vehicle for the calculation of the vehicle registration tax is the value of the car at the customs plus customs duties minus FIM 400 if the vehicle has a rear window demister and headlight washers/wipers and minus FIM 4500 if the car has a catalytic converter. This is the basis for the calculation of the vehicle registration tax that is subsequently reduced by the reduction of FIM 4600. The determination of the accurate level (%) of registration tax has a rather complex structure.”
(ec.europa.eu/vehicle tax study 2002)

“Below an example of retail price formation is given for a medium sized car including the level of registration for such a car:
Car price formation (in FIM) Value at customs 49000
+ Customs duties +1400 - Reduction for safety equipment -400
- Reduction for catalytic converter -4500
Taxable value 45500
+ Vehicle registration tax (100% - FIM 4600) +40900
+ Increase for catalytic converter +4500
+ Domestic expenses +2800 + Domestic retail margins +20000
+ VAT of 22% +25000 Retail price 139000

: Example of retail price formation for a medium sized car including the level of registration in Finland (Table 7) “ (ec.europa.eu/vehicle tax study 2002)
The study showed that the registration taxes have an influence on car sales volumes but not so much as it would be expected based on the purchasing power of the inhabitants. (ec.europa.eu/vehicle tax study 2002)

The same study brought up that it is even easy to buy a new car in one country and import and register in another but there is lack of easily accessible information on the procedure for a person doing it for the first time. (ec.europa.eu/vehicle tax study 2002)

Finally the research suggests that the differences in car taxation in EU member countries should be progressively equalized, maybe within a 4-5 years transition period. That would beneficial for the countries and their current economic situation. (ec.europa.eu/vehicle tax study 2002)

The difference in car taxation between EU member countries has been noticed and the EU commission has made a proposal for a directive to re-structure the passenger car taxation system in member counties in 2005. Still, it would not require member states to harmonize the car taxation. (ec.europa.eu/vehicle tax)

Some changes have been made to the vehicle taxation in Finland after the EU study was published. Still, the automotive taxation in Finland is relatively high on international standards. This might influence the renewal of the car pool. In 2012, the average age of registered personal automobiles was 12.6 years (Statistics Finland, 2012), which is quite high compared to the European average of 8.2 years in 2009, not to even speak of the German average of 4.5 years. (European Environment Agency, 2011).

Vehicles are being imported to Finland daily. The majority of the vehicles imported to Finland are originally from EU countries, but to some extent also from countries outside the European Union. Used car sales are a big business in Finland and have been so for the last decade. According to Autoalan tiedotuskeskus (2013) there are 550 000 - 600 000 used cars sold per year in Finland and number of used cars sold is over four times as large as the number of new cars sold. A significant share - over 23 000 automobiles in 2012 - of the used car sales market consists of imported automobiles (Liikenteen turvallisuusvirasto Trafi, 2013).
The main reason for importing a vehicle from abroad is the price level of the vehicle in relation to its condition and level of accessories. There were problems in the process even after previous experience and knowledge of the facts (Matsi and Meriläinen 2010)

There are many considerations that the importer must take into account when importing a car, and import taxation is arguably the most financially significant single factor. The Finnish government has granted the customs office with the task of automotive import taxation and the importer must know the tax legislation and practicalities in order to be able to import cars cost-efficiently. Dealers and private individuals go through the process of declaring their imported automobile to Finland through the Finnish Customs office. This is not always as unambiguous as it may seem, and there are certain risks that the importer must account for. However, regarding the importation process, most problems were encountered in the country of purchase. Problems could not be avoided even in cases when the importer had previous experience of importing or had acquired information about importing in advance. (Matsi and Meriläinen 2010)

There are also other important things in EU regulation and legislation. The procedure of the qualification approval has been introduced within every EU member state. This regulation ensures that the qualification standards are equal in every member state and they do not prevent trade between states. It means that the car registered in another EU country can be registered also in Finland. (European Commission, 2013.)

In qualification approval procedure the official confirms the cars technically. Cars with qualification approval, receive a declaration of conformity. It can be found in the car documents or the manufacturer’s database whether the vehicle has an approval or not. In Finland this office is Trafi. (Trafi, 2013a.)

Still, it is another thing to import a used car – you first have to find a suitable car to buy, take care of all the formalities and import it and also survive in the formalities in the other country. It is easy to compare the price of the same kind of car in different country in the web but because of the complex process it is difficult to know if it is profitable.
1.2 Personal professional background

The subject for this thesis was formed during my employment at a Finnish car dealership. It was a used car dealership located in Tampere, Finland. The main business of the company was to import used cars to Finland that are then sell them to consumers. During my employment I gained first hand experience in the importation process. At the car dealership I got to witness the significance of automobile tax legislation to both businesses and consumers who wished to import cars. Extensive knowledge of the import process and regulations were essential to the success of this business and, therefore, I spent a lot of time studying the subject from various literary sources and from my superiors. I chose to focus on the used car import process and import taxation in my thesis.

1.3 Aim of the study and objectives

The aim of this study is to provide a useful guide to the potential used car importer and to make one aware of the risks, legislation, and practical matters of importing a used car for personal use. This study gives a comprehensive picture of the different stages of the used car importing process in order to help importers. Therefore the results of the study aim to give advice on how to go through the process and how to avoid problems. Problems cannot always be avoided, but with the help of this thesis, the problems can be recognized more easily. The theoretical framework of this thesis focuses on historical issues related to car taxation, the current legislation as well as with future prospects in the field. Calculations on the formation of the car tax are also presented.

The objective of this thesis is to provide a guide for anyone interested in importing automobiles from any neighboring European country, with a special focus on Germany in the case study. The thesis will go through the importation process from the initial idea all the way to Finnish license plates. Since the tax legislation, regulations, and prices are subject to constant change, the writer does not take responsibility for any outdated or misleading information.
1.4 Focus and limitations

This study is not focused on brand new cars because the customs regulations are different from the treatment of used vehicles. By Finnish tax regulations a vehicle is used if has been registered for over the period of 6 months and if also the mileage is over 6000 km, both rules have to occur for a car to be considered as a used car. (savolainen and Savolainen 2011)

This thesis focuses on the taxation of personal used automobiles registered first time in Finland and attempts to provide a comprehensive guide for individuals who wish to purchase an automobile from abroad. Therefore, vans, buses, trucks and other special automobiles that are used mainly by companies, are excluded from this research. Since the tax legislation differs significantly for recreational vehicles (RV’s), they are not covered in this research. Motorcycles are also excluded from this research because of the different considerations in the purchasing process and tax legislation. It is also possible for Finnish people to import a car to Finland after living in abroad for a certain time but in those situations a completely different regulations are applied and those situations are also excluded from this research.

Because the purpose of this thesis is to provide an overview of personal automobile import taxation from the importers point of view, the effects of the taxation for other parties is excluded. This paper doesn’t analyze the causes of the automobile tax legislation and doesn’t take a stand on the benefits and downsides of the current legislation. Since this thesis focuses explicitly on the taxation and import process of used automobiles, the process of purchasing new automobiles from abroad isn’t covered in detail. The individual importation of new automobiles is very rare and is more commonly done by car dealers.
1.5 Research methods

When selecting the research method, it is practical to start from rough discussion of methods. They could be divided to experiments, surveys and case studies. The quantification could not be used in this research and that is why the best choice for method was case study (Hirsjärvi, Remes and Sajavaara 2009)

Case study has become a useful method to analyze empirical material – it is mainly used in objects about which there is not formulated theory yet. It is popular in the studies in Universities of Applied sciences because the students of the get the research topic from practical business life (Saaranen – Kauppinen and Puusniekka)

Case study is an in-depth investigation of something and it uses many kinds of data in a restricted surrounding (Yin 1987). Because of its intensity, this method often gives information about essential features, interactions or processes that could be set as a target of another research with some other methods afterwards. Sometimes case study is used to get more detailed information of some part of quantitative data. It is useful when good background information in needed. (Anttila)

The process of a case study starts from defining the purpose of research, collecting data and analysing and structuring the data in to an integrated form that describes the material well. When reporting the results also the relevance of the research is discussed. In Case study it is possible to keep the features of real life in it (Yin 1987)

Case study does not generate information that could be generalized. The study is interesting itself. The role of the researcher is central and he or she might have his/her fingerprint in the process. The researcher does not interpret the target but only describes carefully. (Anttila)

The selected research method in this research is a case study with active observation. The empirical research for this thesis was conducted during and after my student exchange in Germany (February 2012 - July 2012). In the same time I was professionally involved in the purchasing and importation of automobiles during that period. During my exchange, I imported 25 automobiles and 45 motorcycles from Germany to Finland
for my former employer and researched the import process and tax legislation extensively. The case study presented in this paper is based on my personal experience of the importation process of a 735i BMW.

Since the Finnish Customs Office is the main authority responsible of the taxation of imported automobiles, it is also the main source for taxation and regulatory information for this thesis. The Finnish Traffic Safety Office (Liikenteen turvallisuusvirasto Trafi) provides official statistics of the imported cars and new registrations in Finland, and is therefore used as the main source for quantitative information regarding the market.
2 CAR TAX AND REGULATIONS IN FINLAND

2.1 History of car tax in Finland

The automobile tax in Finland was first implemented in 1958 and was first intended to be temporary. Since its introduction, the automobile tax legislation has undergone numerous changes, regarding the taxation methods, tax rate and determination of taxable value. (Viitanen 2003)

The situation was understandable, all European industrial resources in 1940’s where spent in war material production during the World War II. Automotive production on global basis gets started again in the end of 1940’s. In Finland government and automotive heavily limited western currency spending where difficult to import when there was mandatory to have import licenses. The import was prioritized for industrial investment goods, like production machinery. Automotive import from Eastern Pack Countries was easier because eastern currencies where treated different ways. This modified the car pool in favor for eastern manufactured cars from Soviet Union, Poland and Eastern Germany. The origin of car pool can be said being in 1940’s American, in 1950’s Eastern Pack and later in 1960’s Japanese origin automotive made an invasion. (Honko 1979)

When first introduced in 1958, the tax was set as a fixed percentage of taxable value but since 1961, the taxation of automobiles has been progressive, as more expensive cars have been taxed at a higher rate. After 1961, the import car taxation principles remained relatively unchanged until Finland joined the EU. During this period, however, the determination of taxable value and especially tax rates went through multiple changes, and the rates were lowered and raised repeatedly. (Viitanen, 2003)

In 1994, as first registrations had decreased due to the recession, a usage fee for cars was introduced. As a result of Finland joining the EU in 1995, the taxation of imported cars was no longer conducted at the border but rather on registration, changing the taxation of imported cars from import tax to registration tax. (Viitanen, 2003)
A notable turn in car taxation happened when Antti Siilin imported a used car to Finland in 1997. He took his case of taxation to the Supreme Court, which requested a statement from EU court. The ruling stated that car taxation law in Finland was discriminatory to the importer (verdict 19.9.2002, matter C-101/00 Siilin). The meaning of this was car taxation law meant that the tax due to be paid cannot be greater than the remaining tax value of the similar car which has already been registered in Finland. (www.autoliitto.fi/tietopankki/autoilunkustannukset/autoilun_verotus/autovero/autovero_tuksen historia)

So, until the early 2000’s the taxable value of automobiles was determined based on import prices, but after this mentioned Finnish Supreme Administrative Court declaration, a new tax law was implemented in 2003. In the new law, the taxable value was now determined based on Finnish automobile retail prices. (Viitanen, 2003)

In 2008, the legislation of automotive taxation underwent a structural change as the tax rate was set to be based on CO2 emissions. The lowest tax rate, imposed on cars with emissions in the lowest category, was 12.2 % and the highest rate for cars with highest emissions was 48.8 % (Ministry of Justice, Finland, 2007). In 2012, the automotive taxation was changed again, penalizing emissions higher than 110 g/km and alleviating the taxation of automobiles with emissions lower than that (Ministry of Finance, Finland, 2012)

Since December 2012 it has been possible to the Finnish citizens to make an initiative about some specific national legislation. If the initiative gets 50 000 supporters, it may be progressed to the Finnish Parliament. An initiative to end the outdated car taxation has been made in September 2013. The collection of supporters had been ended in the beginning of April 2014e with the result of 2593 names. Not so outstanding result! Maybe the initiative system is not yet known well enough? So the initiative did not progress to the Parliament. (www.kansalaisaloite.fi)
2.2 Current laws and regulations

The current taxation system, introduced in 2008, is designed for environmental and safety concerns, and it is effective in encouraging new car buyers to choose an environmentally friendly option. However, since the new taxation system makes the prices of new cars excessively high, the current regulations boosts use of old environmentally hazardous and unsafe equipment. For example, in 2011, 15% of gasoline-powered cars in use in Finland didn’t have a catalytic converter, even though catalytic converters have been mandatory in new cars for over 20 years (Mäkelä & Auvinen, 2012).

The Customs in Finland in offering for customers use the MAHTI system to estimate the tax of a used vehicle. The Finnish Customs is also providing statistics of the taxes for public to use. The sites for these are; http://asiointi.tulli.fi/mahtiinternet/ and http://www.tulli.fi/fi/yksityisille/autoverotus/taulukot/autot/index.jsp

2.2.1 Taxable value

The taxable value of imported used automobiles is based on estimated public retail prices for the automobile in Finland. This price can be estimated in three ways: by using retail price of the car quoted by the retailers, by using comparable cars to determine effective market price for the imported car or by discounting the retail price of a similar new car. The latter method using the retail price of a new car is only used when there is insufficient market information available. (Finnish Customs Office, 2012)

In most cases the retail price is determined from the prices quoted in sales advertisements for similar cars. Regular financing expenses and handling charges up to 600 euro are excluded from the estimated retail price. Since the quoted prices tend to overestimate the actual closing/sales price, a “regular discount” is deducted from the quoted retail price. Regular discount is defined to be either 5% of the quoted price plus 750 euro, or 1500 euro depending which discount method leads to a larger discount. (Finnish Customs Office, 2012)
If there doesn’t exist enough market information from sales advertisements or other sources, the retail price is estimated by cumulatively deducting 1% per month of the age of the imported car from the quoted price of a similar new automobile. This model of deduction can be adjusted by car model, if additional information exists on the depreciation of the certain model. (Finnish Customs Office, 2012)

### 2.2.2 Taxed amount

Depending on the information available of the car, there are two methods to determine the amount by which the imported automobile is taxed. If sufficient information on the emissions of the car is available, the amount of tax is based on the CO2 emissions that are measured in grams per kilometer. However, if sufficient information about the emissions isn’t available, an estimated emission level, which is based on the total mass and power of the automobile, is computed for the car. (Finnish Customs Office, 2012)

If sufficient emission information is available of the car model, that is, if the car is first registered in 2001 or later, the taxed amount is based on the declared CO2 emissions of the car. The manufacturer provides the CO2 emission levels as the car is certified for a European Community (EC) Type Approval. The protocol of measuring the declared emissions is based on EC legislation, and the emissions are measured in grams per kilometer (g/km) of combined (city and road) driving. The CO2 emissions are stated in the registration documents of the car. (Finnish Customs Office, 2012)

If sufficient information of the emissions isn’t available, the estimated emissions are calculated from the total mass and power of the automobile. This information can be found on the registration documents of the car. The taxed amount for sports cars, in the case of insufficient information, is calculated differently. If the ratio of the power and mass of the automobile is greater than or equal to 0.15, the estimated emission level is multiplied by a factor of 1.5 and rounded to full grams. (Finnish Customs Office, 2012)

If the emission information of the imported automobile isn’t available, the owner or representative can get a report in which the emission level is declared. The emission report has to be in accordance with EC legislation. This report is commonly known as
COC report; it is very common to be needed during the registration process. Approvable reports on the emissions can be acquired from, for example, the representative of the manufacturer and it typically costs around 150 euro. (Finnish Customs Office, 2012)
3 THE PROCESS OF IMPORTING A USED AUTOMOBILE

3.1 Planning

Finding and buying a car from another country has many risks involved. There can be many obstacles like language barriers, cultural differences, different legislation, harsh weather, different driving culture, Scammers/Con men, and fraud. And they’re all out for the buyer’s cash. The language barrier can be surprisingly big even as close as in Germany; the dialect in certain areas can be very hard to comprehend. Misunderstanding in language interpretation can lead to inconvenient results and hurt feelings. Cultural and legal difference can have serious consequences, something that’s perfectly ok to do or say in ones home country can be forbidden by law in another. Often young people fall victim to small time scammers in the car business. Some scammers try to rise the cars value by making it look better than it really is, and some times by making a fake service book, covering up accident damage or taking down the mileage. People that aren’t used to buying cars often fall for these scams. Never pay anything in advance before seeing the vehicle since I think one would never do that in their home country either.

A practical guide for this purpose in Auto Saksasta (Savolainen and Savolainen 2011) A new edition is going to be published in autumn 2014. The editors website is providing also useful information and for example a model for the written deed (www.sompsa.fi) Useful information is also available in http://www.autoliitto/tietopankki/auton-osto-ulkomailta/saksasta/ and http://www.veronmaksajat.fi/Asunto-ja-auto/Autot/Kaytetyn-auton-tuonti-Suomeen/.

Just in case it would be useful to be aware of the information available about customer rigths (www.kuluttajavirasto.fi).

The most popular sites to look for a used car is www.mobile.de. ADAC is providing information about car testing (www.ADAC.de)
### 3.1.2 Preparation

Home country preparation helps to minimize risks and problems during the process of importing the preferred automobile. A good place to start is to look at possible car options to purchase in the net. It’s good to have a few to choose from. A thing to take in mind is that not all vehicles are smart to import; many brands and some brand models are reasonably priced in Finland. This is discussed more detailed later on.

When picking the suitable car, the travelling to Germany is worth of noticing. The price of the trip may considerably influence on the total price of the vehicle in Finland. The most natural way to handle the travelling is to fly to the target city in Germany and take a boat package back to Finland when coming with the car. Some boat companies are selling this kind of packages. One-way flights are easy to book in the net but sometime the round trip is even cheaper. You have to be careful especially with the price of the flight because there might be a considerable a lot of extras (tax, seat number or baggage fees). The most popular websites for flights are [www.skyscanner.fi](http://www.skyscanner.fi), [www.momondo.fi](http://www.momondo.fi), [www.vertaa.fi](http://www.vertaa.fi)

Some travel agencies also sell city holidays to European cities, which can be used to this purpose, these usually contains already the hotel stay.

Bus and train travels from Stockholm or from Tallinn are possible, too but rather time consuming and you should first go to Stockholm or Tallinn.

Especially if you are young (under 26 years) and not busy, you have to take in to consideration also the Inter Rail Global –train ticket from VR. If you are selecting this, remember also that it is not valid in your own country but you get the 50% discount from the tickets in Finland to the boarder. By this option you can save in hotel expenses by taking a night train ([www.vr.fi](http://www.vr.fi))

Boat travelling even on the way to Germany in considerable if the suitable car is close to the coast but even to Bremen there are easy flights.
The reservation to hotel is good to book beforehand because the price on site by the hotel counter is often much higher and sometimes even difficult to find. An option is also the “Zimmer frei” home accommodation. (Savolainen and Savolainen)

In my case I did not have to worry about the hotel because I lived in Germany because my Student Exchange period. I stayed in Frankfurt and it was a suitable location to look for cars. One of the most popular websites to find a suitable hotel is www.trivago.fi

Figure 1. Illustrates the different preparation tasks that are recommended before the trip.

Figure 3.1: Preparation checklist

### 3.1.3 Research

Choosing the brand and the type of the car is very critical. It is also important to consider weather to buy a car to your own use for years or to sell after a couple of months.

The things that are important are the mileage, rarity and the price range in Germany and in Finland. Of course the condition and equipment’s of the vehicle are important.
If the main idea is to use the car in Finland for years, it is possible to choose also rare models and enjoy the individuality. On the other hand the most common models are easiest to sell in Finland. The price of the car is important, of course because the solid idea to import a car from Germany is to get it with a lower price or with better equipment than in Finland.

The value of a car decreases in Germany faster than in Finland. Rather new cars are usually the best options although the price of used cars has decreased in Finland during last years. More than decade old cars have already lost their age based value both in Germany and in Finland and they are seldom found in car dealers in Germany because the dealer’s don’t want to take the risks based on consumer’s protection regulations. Still, the winter in Germany is shorter and there is no corrosion in there because there is not need for salt in the roads. That is why it is sometimes possible to find good individual car even over 10 years (Savolainen and Savolainen 2011)

In Germany there is also vehicles marked “Händler oder Exportreis”. This means practically that the seller does not want the risk of based on consumer’s protection regulations because of some reason – the buyer should find out that reason. Some times a car in car shop in “Im Auftrag zu verkaufen” and the real seller is a private person who is not responsible for the consumer protection. (Savolainen and Savolainen 2011)

When a used vehicle is imported, officials (in Finland Trafi) may require the routine inspection only if similar document is needed in the state from where the vehicle has been purchased. (European Commission, 2013.) If the vehicle is with out these documents it takes a lot of money to have the new documents.

It is also practical to estimate the taxation beforehand. It means picking up the most profitable model thinking by “taxwise” It is practical to know your budget beforehand and also to find out how to use the sum of money about the size of a car abroad.
3.1.4 Mapping

"Well planned, -is half done," Is a good saying that applies even in this case. There is many things that if done ahead will make the journey much easier. A good place to start is to map out car locations that could be potential cars to buy. This is really easy to do using Google maps and the car sales website. Any search website will show you the estimated location of the potential vehicle. It is wise to go look at cars that are within reasonable distance form each other. Once the search area is definite, it is smart to book the flight, the rental car and a hotel for a few days to the near by airport.

Cultural differences or similarities is practical to take account for, there are some national holidays when all the shops are closed (for example 3.10. the National Day). The Southern Germany is mainly Catholic and the Northern Germany is Protestant and because of this there are some catholic festivities and national holidays. During those days also the officials are closed. From epiphany to Mardi Grass there is the carnival time and many kind of concessions might happen. (Savolainen and Savolainen)

If the process seems to be too demanding, it is possible to choose to bay the whole service from private Finnish companies (for example www.autosaksa.fi, www.belcar.fi, www.kcs.fi). Of course these companies also need their expense and even profit. Still, it gives an opportunity to by something more than is offered in a car dealer in Finland

Estimation of the resell potential and the selecting the car belong together.
I used some cases I knew and the websites to compare.

First I did think about buying a fancy car, form example a Jaguar X type V6. It could be purchased in Germany model 2009 by 3600 euro that’s sounds quite a good deal. But the tax about it would have been over 3000 euro. That kind of car in Finland in that time differed between 6000 - 9000 euro. In Finland the buyers for Jaguar are scarce end the Brand is maybe under valued. So that seemed too risky for me.

An option from another type and side of the price range would have been Volkswagen Golf 2011. Price for car in that time would be about 7700 euro in Germany. Tax to Finland was 1600 euro. This kind of car was sold in Finland quite easily for about 12 000 euro.
A car suitable for my own use. When working with a car dealer in the middle of those fancy cars, Volkswagen Golf not the car of my dreams. That was why I decided to look for a BMW. The process is presented in the case description in chapter 4.

In Finland the legislation (§ 67) prevents the Customs to give preliminary ruling about the tax an individual vehicle. Still the estimation is necessary to be in a safe side and to be able to estimate if the importing is profitable.

It is safe to count the tax at least as an estimation-using calculator offered in the net. https://www.veronmaksajat.fi/Asunto-ja-auto/Autot/Kaytetyn-auton-tuonti-Suomeen/

Buying from a car dealer in connected to the consumer protection regulation in Germany. This does not cover buying from a private person the purchase. The biggest dealers in Germany may have about 1000 cars for sale. A private person should not have many cars for sale in the same time – if he does, he may considered as a dealer. The reliability of the seller has to be estimated. A positive sign is if he comes to the registration office with the buyer to help with the buyer. In the office his ownership for the car is checked by the clerks (Savolainen and Savolainen 2011)

The number production number must be the same as in the papers. Fahzeugbrief is the document that defines the current and former owners. It is not possible to sell the car without it. Fahrzeugschein in the other document that should be in the car. these both documents are needed to be able to sell the car. (Savolainen and Savolainen 2011)

Tampering of the mileage was prohibited in 2005, still it happens and sometimes it is impossible to find out the reliable mileage. The service manual is important also but because of the personal information safety the service station is not allowed to give information any other than the current owner, so it has to be checked in the service place. The equipment are not necessarily the same as in Finland but if a car has EC approval there should not be problems to have in approved in Finland. Written deed is a must using a ready formula (recommendable) or a paper (Savolainen and Savolainen 2011)
The most practical way to pay the purchase is with cash. Of course it is risky. The price of a car is often more than the limits of the credit cards so it is not an option. Another but slower option is SEPA payment. In Europe 33 countries belong to the SEPA which makes it easier to do the transaction from a country to another, Germany and Finland are included. Still it takes time for the money to travel to Europe (www.fkl.fi)

It is safe to take care of the registration process together with the seller for both parties. The insurance is the first thing to be bought in the plate makers office.

After that the registration is possible and after that the plates could be acquired in the same shop where the insurance was purchased.

The plates with yellow ending are possible to get fast but they are only good for 5 days to move the car to Finland but they are not valid in Denmark. The plates with red ending are also valid in all EU member countries, also in Denmark (essential when choosing this route), they are valid for 2 weeks. (Savolainen and Savolainen 2014)

3.1.5 Planning the way back to home

Way home depends on how successful is the car deal. Sometimes you have to consider coming back without the car. In those cases the return ticket comes in handy. If you only purchased a one-way ticket it might be expensive to buy the return ticket.

If the car deal was successful and you came with the car the way home it is also good to plan well. Now and again some boat companies are selling packets including flight to Germany and a boat ticket with the car back to Finland. The boats to Helsinki leave from Travemunde or from Rostock and it takes 20-36 hours. You have to remember also to buy the boat ticket for the car. It is possible to ship the car by boat or by truck and have a flight for your self but it is considerably more expensive (about 1000 euros – Savolainen and Savolainen 2011) than bringing it by your self.
It is quite popular to drive through Denmark to Stockholm and then take the ferry to Turku or Helsinki. In this choice it is important to count the register plates, ferry fees and bridge tolls and the boat ticket with the car from Stockholm to Turku or Helsinki. The distance is about 1000 km and usually a hotel stay is also needed. The boats to Finland are also quite full during the summer months.

It is also possible to drive through Poland but the roads are risky and partly in bad condition and you also would need a one or two hotel nights. (Savolainen and Savolainen 2011). At the time there is no passenger ferry from Poland to Helsinki, so you would probably have to drive further on the Via Baltica through the Baltic countries but it is a long way although the cost is lower than in the other routes. The road is not necessarily in good shape and its reputation concerning the safety is not very high.
Figure 3.2 Illustration of the trip planning process.

1. Find multiple suitable options to look at
2. Make sure that they are conveniently in the same area
3. Place options in a map application to better understand what your travel route
4. Check the nearest airport to book your flight to
5. Book a rental car in advance to be picked up from the airport
6. Book a hotel, which is located conveniently near the options
7. Find out and map the nearest two registrations offices and their open hours
8. Find out and map the nearest two-plate maker’s offices and their opening hours
9. Plan the way home: by driving = Putt garden - Malmö - Stockholm - Helsinki or by ship = Travemunde or Rostok - Helsinki or by flying if car is never found
3.2 On site

Call ahead to sellers and arrange visits, all sellers and not even dealerships are open everyday or don't even hang around their shop at all. A navigator with Germany road map will definitely come in handy.

On site a thorough inspection of the vehicle is in place, its handy to use one of many checklists made to help remember what to check on a used car before purchase. Check Tekniikan maailman magazines “opas käytetyn auton ostajalle”. After inspection of the exterior and interior the papers must be inspected, to clarify country of register and country of origin and to determine who owns the car.

After assuring the general condition of the car and that the papers are in order. Negotiate the price and make the purchase. The prices in Germany are far less negotiable than in other countries since the Germans tend to price their sales items with reason and little room for discounts.

3.3 After deal

After purchasing the car its time to get register plates for the car. In Germany the register plates are only the owners not the cars like in Finland. The salesman might take the time to help with the fairly complicating job of retrieving the plates. But it is also possible to get them on your own. It all starts by going to an auto insurance shop or a plate maker, usually there is a couple located near any car dealer. First purchase the insurance needed, it is possible to by insurance for 5days - 3 months. Insurance must be purchased to the drivers or car owner’s own name. After getting insurance the registrations office is next, from there a permit needs be purchased for plates. With insurance and permits the plate makers is to be visited and plates should be purchased. With the plates purchased a visit to the registrations office is needed there a officers will ratify that the plates are according to the permits and insurance and place a stamp of approval on the plates. This stamp validates the whole process and makes the plates ready for use.
3.4 When back to Finland

Upon arrival a visit to the customs office is necessary, a brief form needs to be filled and handed in to inform of the in use taking of any vehicle. (Käyttöönotto ilmoitus) At this point you are to remove the German plates and replace them with Finnish permit stickers. The permit stickers are valid for the next 3 months but the tax declaration and the vehicle individualization form must be handed to the customs office within 5 business days after the in use taking.

The tax declaration is a form that is used to inform who has imported a vehicle and what kind of vehicle to Finland. This form works together with the vehicle individualization form to give the Finnish customs office all the information they need to tax the car with right manner and amount.

The import tax process usually takes anything from two weeks to two months. During the waiting time the car needs to be taken to a certified inspection to make sure that it is in operable condition for Finnish roads.

When the tax decision comes the importer has 14 days to make the tax payment and after it is completed Finnish license plates can be retrieved from the inspections office.

If the tax decision is totally out of calculations it is possible to file for cancellation of the tax decision hence a reasonable fine will have to be paid.

After getting plates its time to make sure that everything went according to calculations and plans since it is possible within certain limitations to file a complaint to the customs office if the importer feels he or his automobile was treated in an unreasonable manner.

(Savolainen and Savolainen 2011)
4 CASE BMW 735iA

4.1 Buying and importing

The BMW 735iA was bought during exchange and internship time done in Frankfurt Germany. The decision to buy a executive car came from notice of a huge price difference compared to Finland and the lack of never owning an executive style car.

Many hours were placed in preparation work done at a student apartment in Germany. The research proved that the market price level in Germany for an early series car was between 7000-9000 euro at the time. In Finland the price level was between 23000-30000 euro, which was one of the key factors to making this choice. The taxes were calculated according to previously made decisions made during the same year for the same car. Tax decisions varied between 5000-9000 euro.

Interesting cars for sale were places on Google maps to give an exact idea of which cars can be visited during the same day. The choice the individual vehicle was narrowed down according to price, mileage, equipment and location. In the beginning 5 individual options were chosen to be visited in the next 2-3 days. The first two cars happened to be blue in exterior color and an observation was made that there was big problems with paint and lack with these early series BMW cars. The sellers were not willing to give enough discount to cover a new paint job so these individuals were excluded from the search.

The next day a white and a silver color car were visited. The white collared car turned out to be an originally blue car, which had been over taped with car wrapping tape, and that job was done very poorly so this car also got excluded from the search. The silver color car was next on the list and it was located in a small Turkish dealership on the outskirts of Frankfurt Am Main. The car was very nice on the outside and inside so a test drive was made, which turned out to be excellent.

After the test drive the price was negotiated from 8900 euro to 8000 euro, which a very big discount is this price range. After making the deal the dealer helped to get 2 month driving plates for the car.
The journey to Finland was conducted a few months later through Denmark and Sweden. Driving to Finland was the most cost efficient way of getting home, since in summer time the Travemünde - Helsinki ship costs over 600 hundred euro. Driving costs are about 300 euro road fairs included.

Taxation for the vehicle was calculated to be between 5500-6000 because of the high co2 emissions, and the variable between the values of one like this in Finland. In Finland all the paper work was completed quickly since the certificate of origin that is needed for proving the co2 emissions was with the cars papers.

4.2 Analyzing the case

In the case study it was essential to live in Germany during that time because of the Student Exchange. It made it possible to make the research and look for the car ”on site”. It would have been far more difficult to take care of the process from Finland. The car in the case study was too expensive to use and too luxury for a young person to use in Finland and it was sold for the next user by the same cost as used to the purchase. When analysing the process it would have been practical to by a cheaper car. On the other hand the whole process offered a possibility to learn a lot about trading abroad and it has already been useful in my carrier.

A case study should be a ready-made dilemma for the reader. Comparing the price of the car bought in Finland or imported to Finland is important when considering the purchase. It is not possible to give an exact solution weather to import a car privately or not.

The trip to the place where to do the purchase is critical and also the time used to look for the car. The most part of the cost went to travel arrangements. Savolainen and Savolainen (2011) have estimated the absolute price for buying a car in Germany to be about 1000 euro. Many private companies offer it by a better price but the limits of the services are changing a lot. They also estimated that the biggest part goes to the cost of the travelling.
When selling out the car in Finland it might be difficult when the car is imported as used. The type of the car might be essential for the price of the car in Finland and sometimes changes in the price might be impossible to predict.

The overall cost to use a car is also considerably high in Finland although it has lowered in recent years (Savolainen and Savolainen 2011).

The car owners are facing also other taxes than the import tax. They are not the target of this research but also they were compared in the former research ordered by EU (http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/vehicle_tax_study_15-02-2002.pdf).

The cars both in western and even in central Europe might be equipped less suitable to the Finnish climate and especially for the wintertime when the temperature can go as low as 30-40 degrees Celsius below the zero. The interior heater may be weak but the air conditioning even too efficient. Freezing cold up in here are wearing for the cars. Winter tyres and engine block must be acquired and installed in Finland. This is also a risk factor if the car is imported to Finland during winter months when the roads can be very slippery. On the other hand the climate is better to the cars without corrosive salt during the wintertime.

In Germany the culture of owning a car differs of that in Finland. The cars are well maintained an equipped and the owner are proud of them and also dare to bring out their own views in their car. I learned that when living in Germany. The same kind of conclusion was done in another research of this topic (Laakkonen 2013). On the other hand in a former also qualitative research there was no difference in the attitudes between customers having an imported car and those who did not (Mykkänen J-M 20118).

The process to buy and import the car was reasonable to learn although some paper work was needed. The payment was a little complicated. I could use my German bank
account but even in there the clerk in the bank was suspicious when I took out quite much of cash. Other payment options may be difficult, slow and expensive to use, and even longer the time needed to the process.

In Germany the selection of cars for sale is really wide but the time and money needed for travelling add the cost considerably. In some cases the real mileage is difficult to find out. The tampering of mileage still happens although it has been prohibited for years. May also because of this it is more difficult to resale a car pre owned in Germany than the ones first time registered in Finland. The other researcher brought up the same conclusion. (Laakkonen 2013)

It is difficult to know what happens to the car import in Finland in the near future. A change happened in the regulations in April 2012, which is seen in the statistics. (figure 3)

In March this year (2014) 9626 new passenger cars was registered in Finland, the amount of new passenger cars had been increased 1,3 %. The first time registrations increased 8,6 %. From the comparable time in last year. (Tilastokeskus)

First time registrations, passenger cars.
The most popular brands in 2014 in first time registrations were Volkswagen, Toyota and Skoda. (Lähde: Ensirekisterööintitilastot 2014, Tilastokeskus, Trafik)

According to the Custom statistic the three most popular imported passenger car brands have been Mercedes Benz (25%), BMW (18%) and Audi (10%) for years. In recent years the rough amount of imported used passenger cars have been 20 000, the peak year was 2010 with 28 705. In 2014 this amount during the first quarter of the year has been 4000. It seems that the importing is maybe decreasing (www.tulli.fi/yksityisilletilastotietoa)

The amount of companies producing car import services is large. When seeking by connecting information, about 1400 businesses in Finland inform offering services in the importing process. There are also a lot of companies specialized on these services. In the future we see if they all are able to continue.

This thesis study made me realize that I would not choose car for my carrier although I have always been interested in motors and fancy vehicles. Personally I signed the initiative to take the car tax away but there was not so many of us.

After all, I learned a lot during the process and maybe it would be fun to look for a fancy car in the future. The cost would feel lower if I connected it to a holiday as in the former presentation was suggested (Savolainen and Savolainen 2011) - There is a lot of interesting places to see in Germany any way.

4.3 Conclusions

Based on this research I could state that it is still possible to import a used car from Germany but to do it profitably is restricted to very narrow line of makes and models. There is a wide selection of companies providing ready-made services for the process, and quite many of the car dealers also provide this service. The price of the service process might decrease because of the competition in the market. That way it might be less profitable to import a used automobile as a private person. It would be still profitable to import a fancy car to your own use after careful consideration of the individual car. The legislation of car tax varies between EU member countries and structure and future
of European Community might influence it. People in Europe are crossing the boarders between European countries more easily and it may eventually harmonize the regulations in this economic area.
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Declaration of use
### Appendix 2. Declaration of import

#### TULLI CUSTOMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTOVEROILMOITUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tyhjennä lomake</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Verovelvollisen nimi ja osoite
2. Y- tai henkilötunnus
3. Asiakastunnuksen jatko-osa
4. Asiakasvirrankirjallisuus
5. Veroviranomaistoimisto
6. Osaannousun tarkoitus
7. Osaannousun tila
8. Ajoneuvon rekisteritunnus
9. Verolaji
10. Verolaji
11. Ajoneuvon rekisteritunnus
12. Verolaji
13. Osaannousun tila
14. Ajoneuvon tiedot
15. Osaannousun tiedot
16. Ensimmäinen välinen tilaus
17. Varmistavuodet
18. Merkki ja Malli
19. Maan viranomainen
20. Kolonniohjelmat
21. Kantavuus
22. CO₂-tilastot (g/km)
23. Vuosien, joissa verotus ei ole käytössä
24. Tunnistus
25. Oma autoveroton ovh
26. Uuden kuljetussuunnitelman arvokirjeen perusteena
27. Tunnistus
28. Lisävarusteiden autoveron ovh
29. VERONALENNUSTAI VAPALTUSPERUSTE
30. Lisätiedot
31. Päivitys
32. Allekirjoitus, puheenjohtajan ja yksittäisopasta
33. Viraston merkintöjä

#### AJONEUVON TIEDOT

14. Henkilöauto M1
15. Lisävarusteit
16. Ensimmäinen välinen tilaus
17. Varmistavuodet
18. Merkki ja Malli
22. CO₂-tilastot (g/km)

#### UUDEN AJONEUVON TIEDOT

24. Tunnistus
25. Oma autoveroton ovh
26. Uuden kuljetussuunnitelman arvokirjeen perusteena
27. Tunnistus
28. Lisävarusteiden autoveron ovh

#### YHTEENSA:

Autoverolain mukaan verovelvollinen on ajoneuvon ensimmäinen rekisterin merkityn omistaja. Sen, jonka nimissä verolmoitus on annettu, on välittömästi ilmoitettava kirjaliltaisesti Tullille, mikäli ajoneuvon ensimmäisenä omistajana aikaaan rekisterin merkitys joku muu henkilö kuin se, jonka nimissä tämä verolmoitus on jätetty. Ilmoitus annetaan silloin tulliteininpalkinnot, johon verolmoitus on jätetty. Jos ilmoitusverolain sisältöä, sisältöä, sisältöä, sisältöä, sisältöä tai timoja, voidaan määrätä autoverolain §9 §n mukainen virhemaksu.
Appendix 3. Declaration of individuality
Appendix 4. Declaration of use for inspection office

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Språk</th>
<th>Tekst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Finsk | Sääowntown kahdot  
| Suomea | Föreläsnings- och förfrågningssedvan  
| Yleiskaali  
| Teksti | Teksti |

**Declaration of use for inspection office**

**Ajoneuvon tiedot**  
Fordonets uppgifter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valmiotunnuoso Tunninumero</th>
<th>Henkilötunnus, Personnummer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ed. rekisteriluku, Täviliitin numero</td>
<td>Yritys ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajoneuvon merkki, m. Ferronets merke &amp; model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hakija, Sökande**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hakija</th>
<th>Sökande</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hakija</td>
<td>Sökande</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lähetettävä Näröinde**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posti numero</th>
<th>Postiimpakka Postkantor</th>
<th>Puhelinnumero Telefonnummer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Posti numero</td>
<td>Postiimpakka Postkantor</td>
<td>Puhelinnumero Telefonnummer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Käyttö ilma**

Käyttötarkoitus ja väitettävä käytön merkittävää syyn ja rutt per dag

**Voinnasaolo Giltighetstid**

Luvun ja siirtolupaksemuksen voinnasaolosaa giltighetstiden för tillståndet och förfrågningssedvan

**Vakuutusyht. Försäkringsbolag**

Ollen tekemässä ja täsmentä siirtolupaksemuksen tiedot ja vastaanottanut siirtolupakutusinformation.  
Jälgä mä kõnele kõigile siirtolupaklemise om fortööngifüregingen:  
Päinväältä ja sellele Datum och klockslag  
Hakija allekirjoitus Sikandens underskrift

**Virallista täytettä ifylis av funktionär**

Henkilötunnus joka viimeistä merkittävät  
Säätöjärjesten ombudsman idendident tai tietyt tekijä

**Siirtolupahakemus**  
Föreläsnings- och förfrågningssedvan  
TRANSPORTCENTRALN  
Bulevarv 28, 00120 Helsinki, puhelin 0 40 450 4660  
Liikenteen turvallisuusvirasto, PL 320, 00101 Helsinki *www.trafi.fi*  
Trafikverket, P 320, 00120 Helsinki *www.trafi.fi*  
Trafikverket, P 320, 00120 Helsinki